Lift Technologies
Telehandler Carriages

From the Leader in Material Handling Front End Solutions
Lift Technologies
Telehandler Carriages

FIXED CARRIAGE
- Various size carriages ranging from 48 to 72 inch widths are available to pick and place materials. These carriages can handle loads up to 10,000 lbs.

180 DEGREE SWING CARRIAGE
- This unique design offers excellent visibility, high capacity and a full 90 degree swing to both right and left. By swinging the carriage to the right or left, loads can be maneuvered through openings and tight spaces such as narrow aisles or window openings.

SIDE TILT CARRIAGE
- Tilt loads up to 10 degrees side to side to allow for terrain changes, placement on non level surfaces such as roofs or picking materials on uneven terrain.

8' VERTICAL MAST EXTENSION
- Increase placement height without needing additional telescopic boom height. Allows the operator to place materials on higher scaffolding sections.

SIDESHIFTING AND FORK POSITIONING CARRIAGE
- Allows the operator to position forks precisely in seconds. Ideal for handling various load sizes efficiently from the driver’s seat. Sideshift allows for more accurate placement of loads in varying conditions.